Fibroids and menorrhagia.
Fibroids are an important cause of menorrhagia, resistant to conventional methods of medical treatment. The mechanism of their effect on menstrual blood loss is poorly understood but may involve abnormalities of local venous drainage, enlargement of the uterine cavity and abnormalities in prostaglandin production. Their cause remains unknown although it has long been assumed that they are oestrogen-dependent. In the past, study of their aetiology, prevention and treatment has received scant attention. Recent developments including measurement of tissue receptors for steroids and growth factors, non-invasive methods of monitoring fibroid growth and the use of LHRH agonists have enabled further study of their nature and of their response to therapy although much work remains to be done. The majority of women with uterine fibroids associated with menorrhagia are treated by hysterectomy although developments in endoscopic surgery have enabled a more conservative approach in some circumstances. LHRH agonists are the only medical agents which cause substantial shrinkage of fibroids although regression is not permanent. These agents are of value in short-term relief of symptoms and are likely to be a useful adjunct to surgery by reducing both uterine volume and bloodflow. However, because of the consequences of prolonged ovarian suppression, they are not suitable for long-term use unless there are medical contraindications to surgery. It remains to be seen whether their use in low-dose regimens or in combination with other agents will provide a successful, safe and cost-effective alternative to hysterectomy in women whose primary problem is heavy menstrual loss. They do however offer a means of conserving reproductive function in women wishing to retain this option.